
Variations in Sturmey — Archer K hub drivers 8' R.H. hall cups
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Photos numbered 1 show the original K driver K7 with the
straight, (parallel) prongs and undercut raceway, as used from
1922 to about 1932/33.

This used 20 x 7/32” balls which, on assembly, had to be stuck in
the raceway with grease before fitting into the R.l-I. ball cup
because the latter had an open raceway with no means of
retaining the balls in position.

There was another variant, K76, which, in addition to the normal
sprocket thread, also had an outboard L.H. thread to take a fixed
wheel lock ring.

This driver was used in the KC Tri-coaster, so the lock ring was
necessary to prevent the sprocket unscrewing when the brake
was applied.
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The drivers shown in photos numbered 1, and the KC version,
were used with the R.H. ball eup shown in photos numbered 6.

In about 1932/33 changes were made to the design of both the
driver and the R.H. ball cup assembly.

Initially the driver retained the straight, parallel prongs but the
undercut was done away with and the ball track changed to suit
3/16” rather than 7/32" balls. The new driver was given the part
number K61, but within a very short time it was modified to the
final taper-pronged pattem, whilst retaining the K61 part number.

A special version, K361 was produced in N.C.C.l-l steel for the KT
3-speed tandem hub brake.

The new ball cup was numbered K60 and took 24 x 3/16” balls.
The raceway had an inner retaining lip and a press on ball
retainer, which allowed the item to be handled as an assembly.



These items are shown in photos numbered 2, 3 & 5 below.
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With the introduction of the KS close ratio hub in 1932/33 further
variation of both the driver and R.H. ball cup were introduced,
particularly for this and the ensuing KSW hub.

To permit quick changes of gear ratios on what was regarded as
a “sports” hub, the screw thread sprocket design was replaced
by a 12-spline mounting and the driver had an outboard L.l-I.
thread to take a xed wheel lock ring which retained the
sprocket in position. This driver was numbered K225.

If the K60 ball cup had been used, its outer dust cap K62 would
have fouled the chain when sprockets smaller than 16T were
used, so a modied R.l-I. ball cup K228 and dust cap K229 were
introduced. These allowed the use of 14T & 15T sprockets. The
K60 set was used in parallel on both hubs with larger sprockets.
The K225 driver can be used with either the K60 or K228 R.l-l.
ball cup.



When used with the K228 R.l-I. ball cup a ball race containing
retained 3/16” balls was used instead of loose balls to facilitate
assembly.

The 12-spline driver and the altemative R.H. ball cup are shown
in photos numbered 4 & 7 below.

In the early KS & KSW hubs, many of the components, includin
the L.H. ball cup, the clutch, gear ring etc., were drilled out to
reduce weight. This was discontinued on later versions to
reduce costs.

Used with 24 x 3!‘! 6*’ balls er
large 3/16” ball race

L7???"

No undercut -
thread to take fixed wheel
lock ring.
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